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The authors demonstrate a simplified calculation of the radial, tangential
and axial components of the stress arising during isothermal and non-isothermal
firing of a cylindrical kaolin body in the region of dehydroxylation brought
about by temperature and concentration gradients.
It was found that a tensile stress develops at the surface, and a compressive
one at the body axis on both isothermal and non-isothermal firing. During non
isothermal firing, the surface stress is decreased by the compressive stress due
to the temperature gradient. An increase in the rate of firing a cylindrical
body from 1 K min-• to 5 K min- 1 was .found to raise by 30 % the maximum
of resultant tensile stress at the surface.
INTRODUCTION

Firing of ceramic bodies in the dehydroxylation region represents a combined
process of mass and heat transfer. It was found [l] that mass transfer can be regarded
as diffusion involving a chemical reaction, and heat transfer as conduction of heat
with a source. A mathematical model of the firing over the dehydroxylation region,
worked out on the basis of this idea, allowed the time development of concentration
and temperature profiles to be calculated for a body having the form of an infinite
cylinder.
Occurence of these fields is closely associated with the stress in the body. Unsuitably
conducted firing may bring about stresses exceeding the instantaneous strength
of the body and cause its failure. Knowledge of concentration and temperature
profiles in the body is indispensable to calculating the stress, from which limit rates
of firing in the dehydroxylation range can be derived.
Studies of firing in the dehydroxylation region have so far been concerned with
calculation of stress due to the temperature gradient [2, 3, 4, 5). However, temperature
and concentration fields coexist in the body during its non-isothermal firing in the
dehydroxylation region, so that the stress results from both gradients. During iso
•thermal firing the stress occurs as a result of the concentration gradient only.
The present study had the aim to estimate the stress in a body, developed during
its firing over the dehydroxylation range by both the temperature and the concentra
tion gradients. It is also assumed that in the course of firing in the dehydroxylation
range, the ceramic body conforms to the conditions of a classical continuum.
THEORY

Firing of a ceramic body in the dehydroxylation region brings about formation
of temperature and concentration gradients in the body, and their existence iii
responsible for a stress.
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On the assumption that the temperature dependence of material quantities can be
neglected, analytical solutions concerning the stress in a rotary symmetrical cylindric
al body are available. One of the procedures is the method of thermoelastic poten
tial displacement [6, 7] which requires analytical description of the temperature
field in the body.
The temperature field arising during firing at constant rate in a cylindrical body
is parabolic and can be described by the following equation in terms of a dimensionless
radius:
T(v) = 2Ts - Tp + 2(Tp - T8) v2,
(1)
where T8 =(T c + Tp)/2 is the mean temperature of the cylinder, Tc is the tempera.
ture at the cylinder eenter, Tp is the temper�ture at the cylinder surface and v

=

r

R

is the dimensionless radius.
]'or the given conditions, the following expression can be derived for the radial
component of the thermal stress [6]:
EixT
a'fr=- - -_- - (Tp - Ts) (1 - v2 ),
2(1 µ)

(2)

where the symbol T indicates stress due to the temperature field, E is Young's
modulus of elasticity, µ is Poisson's constant and IXT is the coefficient of thermal
expansion.
The final expression for the tangential co111ponent of the thermal stress has then
the form
EixT
T
2
( Tp - m
(3)
., s) (1- 3v) .
<1tt = l _
µ)
2(
Derivation of the expression for the axial component of the temperature state
of stress is based on generalized Hook's law [6]. The final form of this expression
for a generalized planar case is as follows:
a[,=µ(a;,.+ a'f,,) - EixT[T(v) - T8].

(4)

The analytical expressions (2) through (4) for the main eom ponents of thermal stress
are of limited validity for the case of a parabolic temperature field and a homogeneous
material [6].
.For orientation calculation of the radial, tangential and axial components of the
coneentration stress, use can be made of equations (1) through (4) by replacing the
temperatures with the corresponding concentrations of water, and the coefficient
of thermal expansion IXT with the coefficient of concentration defor111ation IX.c [8].
The adjustments bring about the following equations for the individual components
of the stress:
<JK= Eac
(XAp - XAs) (1 - v2 ),
(5)
rr
2(1- µ)
Eac

<Jif = 2(1-

µ)

(XAp - XAs) (1 - 3v2 ),

aff=µ(a!;.+ aff) - Eac[XA(v) - XAs],

(6)

(7)

where XAs=(xAp + XAc)/2 is the mean concentration in the body, XAp is the con
centration at the body surface, XAc is the concentration at the body center and
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r

= R is

the dimensionless radius. The top index K designates stress due to con-

centration gradient in the body.
Relations (5) through (7) can be applied on the assumption that the concentration
field in the body is again parabolic and that the material is homogeneous.
The above equations for the calculation of thermal and concentration stress in
a ceramic body indicate that the following material quantities or their dependence
on temperature or concentration have to be known:
- Young's modulus of elasticity E,
- Poisson's constant µ,
- coefficients of thermal expansion cxr,
- coefficients of concentration deformation ac .
Poisson's constant of ceramic materials has the value of 0.25 to 0.3 according to
[2, 9].
Young's modulus of elastieity of ceramic material containing a clay component,
namely the Podbofany kaolin, was determined by static measurement on three-point
bending [9]. Over the temperature range of 473 to 1073 K, Young's modulus was
found to be indistinctly temperature dependent. The mean value was 6000 MPa.
The ar values can be obtained directly from dilatometric curves of fired bodies
by the conventional method [10].
Determination of the ac eoefficient may be based on the assumption that the con
centration deformation of an unfired ceramic body with a content of kaolinitic
clay component can be generally described similarly to thermal expansion [8]:
�l(�XA)
= a1�XA
lo

+ a2(�xA)2 - an(�xA)n,

(8)

where the coefficients an are determined e.g. by minimizing the quadratic deviations
of experimental points from the fundional values (8). For smaller concentration
gradients �XA and changes in length, the linear part only of (8) is usually considered,
where a1 = ac can be called the coefficient of concentration deformation. It is then
possible to write
(9)
DETERMINATION OF :\IATERIAL QUANTITIES

The required material quantities for the calculation of the time development of
the stress during the body firing up to melt formation were measured on the Pod
borany kaolin.
The value of ac can be established by measuring changes in length of an unfired
body in terms of the concentration of water remaining in the body at the time the
length change is measured. The residual water concentration value can be determined
from the change in weight of a body which has been removed from the dilatometer,
cooled down and fired at 1173 K to constant weight. The bodies employed were
platelets 1 X 11 X 50 mm in size, prepared by grinding of cylindrical bodies made
by drawing on a vacuum auger. The platelets were annealed at 573 K to remove
possible rests of technologically necessary water and the interlattice molecular
water originating from the illitic-montmorillonitic component of Podbofany kaolin
[10].
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The changes in length were measured on the platelets by the conventional method

[ll] in a quartz tube dilatometer. At the various changes in length and corresponding

temperatures, the platelets were removed from the furnace and cooled down to
298 K. The value of residual water concentration was determined by subsequent
final firing at ll73 K.
The experimentally established points of dependence of the relative body length
on residual concentration of water were found to form a straight line by approximation
(cf. Fig. 1) whose slope corresponded to the value of the coefficient of concentration
deformation, which in the case of the Podborany kaolin had the value
<Le = 0.05.
(10)
The value of the coefficient of thermal expansion a.p was determined from the
dilatation curve of bodies of fired Podborany kaolin, measured on specimens of the
same shape !tnd dimensions as those used in the measurement of a.c . The coefficient
of thermal expansion had the value
a.p = 0.4 X 10- 5 K-1•
(ll)
Young's modulus of elasticity was taken to have the value
E = 6000MPa,
and Poisson's constant the value
µ = 0.25.

(12)
(13)
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Fig. 1. Relative length of a platelet of Podbofany kaolin in terms of residual water concentration.

CONCENTRATION STRESS DURING ISOTHERMAL FIRING]
OF BODIES IN THE DEHYDROXYLATION REGION
As the concentration field in a body during isothermal firing was found to be
parabolic [l] and the material quantities independent of concentration, the main
components of the concentration stress were calculated according to analytical
relationships (5) through (7) with the use of the material quantities (10), (12) and
(13).
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The values of the three main components of the concentration stress were cal
culated for the isothermal firing temperatures of 798 K, 823 K and 873 K. A typical
example of a character and distribution of stress in a body at the given time at
873 K is shown in Fig. 2. Calculation showed that the concentration field creates
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Fig. Z. Example of the courses of radial a:;, tangential a:? and axial a:', components of stress due to
concentracion field in the body in the 40th minute of isothermal firing at 87 3 K.

in the body the stress whose radial component <1f, is compressive in character over
the entire body diameter. The tangential component <1lf as well as the axial component
o-{� are tensile in character at the body surface and compressive at the centre. The
same conditions were found for all the times at the other temperatures.
The calculations further showed that the maximum values of tensile concentration
stress oecur at the body surface where it holds that <1{f = <1�. The time course
of the maximum values of tensile stress for isothermal firing temperatures of 798 K,
823 K and 873 K are plotted in Fig. 3. It appears that the rate at which tensile
stress inereases at the surfaee is highest at 873 K (cf. Table I).
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Fig. 3. Time dependence of maximum tensile concentration stresses a:; and a:'z at the body surface
during isothermal firing in the dehydroxylation range at 798 K (1), 823 K (2) and 873 K (3).
Table I
Comparison of the rates of increase in tensile stress at the
body surface at various temperaturn.;
T
K

798
823
873

w
MPa min- 1

""'0.05

� 0.1

""' 0.4

STRESS DURING NON-ISOTHERMAL FIRING OF A BODY
IN THE DEHYDROXYLATION REGION

The following can be said of the conditions in a body during non-isothermal
firing:
- over the temperature region before the beginning of dehydroxylation, there
is just a temperature field in the body,
- over the dehydroxylation region, both temperature and concentration fields
exist in the body,
- after concluded dehydroxylation, only the temperature field remains age.in
in the body.
This means that before the onset of dehydroxylation and after its conclusion,
the stress occurring in the body is due to the temperature field only.
It may therefore be expected that in the dehydroxylation region thermal stress
<1;,., <1'ft, and a'[, (cf. equations (2) through (4)), and concentration stress <1�, <1�
and a!, (cf. equations (5) through (7)) develop in the body whose effects at one point
of the body add up to the resultant stress a�·T, qf,,T and <1f,·T.
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A simplifying idea of deformation behaviour of ceramic material in the dehydroxy
lation region was used in calculating the stress in a body during non-isothermal fir
ing. The ceramic material was assumed to expand over the entire temperature in
terval of 573 K to 1073 K and its behaviour was considered to be characterized by
the coefficient of thermal expansion IXT. It was further assumed that the non-line
arity of changes in length over the dehydroxylation region was due to changes
in concentration in the material, and that its behaviour in this region was charac
terized by the coefficient of concentration deformation !XcThe components of concentration and thermal stress were calculated according
to the above equations using the material quantities (10) through (13).
Adding the individual components a;, and afr, al'i and aft, aft and <1� at the same
coordinate yielded the courses of the individual components of the stress and their
resultants afr• T, aft• T and afz· T for the temperature increase rates, at the body
surface, of 1 K min- 1 and 5 K min- 1•
The individual components of the stress in the body in the dehydroxylation region
are plotted in Fig. 4 for the heating rate of 1 K min-1 at the body surface. The
character of the components of concentration stress is obviously the same as in the
case of isothermal firing. During non-isothermal heating, the stress is also affected
by thermal stress, whose radial component a;, is tensile in character over the entire
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Fig. 4. The courses of radial a;,., a�. tangential a'[;, a� and axial a:'., a/� components of the stress
due to temperature (1) and concentration (2) field in the body on firing at a rate of 5 K min- 1•
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body diameter. The tangential component ali and the axial one af. are compressive
in the surface areas of the body and tensile at its centre. Fig. 4 indicates that the
greatest tensile stress occurs at the body surface as a result of components a{f and
a� while the effect of component a{f reaches over greater distances from the body
surface than that of component a�.
An example of the course of the tangential component of the concentration
and thermal stress and their resultant for a heating rate of 5 K min- 1 for one time
of firing is shown in Fig. 5. It appears that according to assumptions introduced
with respect to deformation behaviour of material in the dehydroxylation region,
thermal stress aft at the body surface decreases the value of tensile concentration
stress afi, so that the resultant tensile stress at the body surface, aff" T, is smaller
than the value of aft. The same conditions were also found for the axial component
af.,T (cf. Fig. 4).
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Fig. 5. The course of the tangential component of thermal
and concentration ut stress and their
resultant ut T, arising in the body in consequence of the temperature field ( 1) and concentration field
(2) at a firing rate of 5 K min-1 in the 65th minute of firing from temperature T0 = 673 K.

•

The shape of the time course of the maximum value of component aft, T and a�, T
at the body surface is associated with the firing rate (cf. Fig. 6). At a firing rate of
5K min- 1 the rate of increase in alf, T, a�· T at the body surface is about 0.6 MPamin-1,
and at a firing rate of 1 K min-1 the value is about 0.15 MPa min-1, i.e. four times
lower.
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On comparing the maxima of these courses of tensile stress at the body surface
at both heating rates one sees that at the firing rate of 5 K min-1 the value of the
maximum is higher by 30% than that at the firing rate of 1 K min-1 (cf. Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6. Time course of the maximum values of the tangential component of stress u!'; T and maximum
values of the axial component u!'; at the body surface at a firing rate of fi K min- 1 (1) and of 1 K min- 1
(2). '1.'he initial time T = 0 corresponds to equalized body temperature of 573 K.
CONCLUSION

Calculations of the development of stress during isothermal as well as non-iso
thermal firing of cylindrical bodies of Podbofany kaolin, having the coefficient
of thermal expansion IXT = 0.4 X 10-5 K-1 and the coefficient of concentration
deformation cxc = 0.05, allowed the findings to be summarized into the following
points:
- on the assumption that kaolinite being fired in the dehydroxylation region con
forms to the conditions of an elastic continuum, it is possible to use the equatiom1
to estimate the radial, tangential and axial components of the stress arising as
a result of temperature and concentration gradients,
- during isothermal firing, the stress aK is associated solely with the concentra
tion gradient. The maximum tensile stress arises at the body surface and is repre
sented by components a{f and a!., the components being equal. The maximum
compressive stress at the body centre is due above all to component a�,
- during non-isothermal firing in the dehydroxylation region, the resulting
stress aK , T is due to both gradients. The resulting stress at the body surface alf, T =
= af.· T is tensile in character and due to concentration gradient associated with
components a{[ = af.. The stress is favourably decreased by compressive stress
due to temperature gradient, and associated with components Cf[t = a;,,
- an increase in the rate of firing a cylindrical body from 1 K min-1 to 5 K min- 1
raises the maximum of resultant tensile stress at the body surface by 30%Sllikaty c. 3, 1987
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VYVOJ NAPETf V KAOLINOVEM TELESE PRI VYPALU V OBLASTI
DE HYDROXYLACE
Yvona Mazacova, Ji.fi Havrda, Vladimir Hanyky.f, Milan Svare*
Vysoka skola chemicko-technologicka, katedra technologie silikatit, 166 28 Praha
*Statni vyzkumny ustav pro stavbu stroju, Bechovice, 190 00 Praha
V praci jsou uvedeny vztahy pro vypocet radialni a,,, obvodove au a osove a,. slozky napja
tosti pri vypalu valcoveho telesa vyvolane koncentracnim a teplotnim gradientem. Vztahy
vychazeji z p.fedpokladu, ze keramicke teleso v oblasti dehydroxylace splimje podminky elastic
keho kontinua. Vypocet je proveden pro izotermni a neizotermni vypal telesa kaolinu Podborany,
pro ktery jsou v praci experimentalne stanoveny hodnoty koeficientu teplotni IY.T = 0,4 . 10- 5 K- 1
a koncentracni IY. c = 0,05 deformace. Bylo zjisteno, ze pri izotermnim i neizotermnim vypalu je
na povrchu tahova a v ose telesa tlakova napjatost. Pri neizotermnim vypalu je na povrchu
vysledna tahova napjatost snizovana tlakovou napjatosti vyvolanou gradientem teploty. Sou
casne bylo zjisteno, ze zvyseni rychlosti vypalu valcoveho telesa z 1 K min- 1 na 5 K min- 1
zvysuje maximum vysledne tahove napjatosti na povrchu telesa o 30 % .
Obr. 1. Relativni delka destii5ky z kaolinu Podbofany v zavislosti na koncentraci zbytkove vody.
Obr. 2. Pfiklad prubehu radialni a;;., obvodove a� a osove a!", slozky napjatosti vyvolane v teleae
koncentracnim polem ve 40. minute izotermniho vypalu pfi teplote 873 K.
Obr. 3. Oaaova zavislost maximalnich tahovych koncentracnich napeti a:', a a!", na povrchu telesa
pfi izotermnim vypalu v oblasti dehydroxylace pfi teplotach 798 K (1), 823 (2) a 873 (3).
Obr. 4. Prubeh radialni a;,., a�, obvodove aT,, a� a osove a;,, a!', slozky napjatosti vyvolane teplot
nim (1) a koncentracnim (2) polem v telese pfi vypalu rychlosti 5 K min- 1•
Obr. 5. Prubeh obvodove alozky teplotni a:, a koncentracni aT, napjatoati a jejich vyslednice a�· r
vyvolane v telese teplotnim (1) a koncentracnim (2) polem pfi rychlosti vypalu 5 K min- 1
v 65. minute vypalu od teploty T0 = 673 K.
Obr. 6. Oasovy prubeh maximalnich hodnot obvodove slozky napjatosti a:',· T a maximalnich hodnot
osove slozky a!"; T na povrchu telesa pfi rychlosti vypalu 5 K min- 1 (1) a 1 K min- 1 (2).
Pocatei5ni cas -r = 0 odpovida ustalene teplote v telese 573 K.
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PA3BHTHE HArIPHIB:EHHH B HAOJIHHOBOM TEJIE
rIPH OEIB:HfE B OBJIACTH ,D;EfH.D;POHCHJIHI�HH
HBoHa MaaaqoBa, Hpmn faBp11.a, Bna;i;i1Mnp faHbIKHprn, MHJiaH llIBapu,*
Kaif,eopa mex1-w.rtoeuu cu.rtuKamoe Xu.MUKo-mexHo.rtoeu11,ecK020 UHcmumyma,
166 28 IIpa2a
* I'ocyoapcmeeHHbiu Hay1tHo-ucc.rteooeame.rtbc1.uii uHcmumym o.rta r.0Hcmpy1,4uu .MamuH,
B exoeuzfe, 199 00 IIpaea

B pa6oTe rrpHBO/].HTClI OTHOIIIeHlllI /].JI/I paccqeTa pa,'(!13JlbHOro <lrr, KOHTYPHO!"O <ltt II oce
BOro <lzz KOMITOHeHTa HarrpHmeHHOCTH rrpH o6mHre Qll:IllH/l.pHqecKOI O TeJia, Bhl3B3HHOli
rpaAHeHTOM KOHI�eHTpau,HH YI TeMrrepaTyphl. OTHOIIIeHHfl OCHOBb!B3IDTClI Ha rrpe/1-ITOJIOlKeHHH,
qTo KepaMll'Jel'K08 Te.TIO B o6JiacTII AernApORCHJlflllllII OTBeqaeT ycJIOBllflM :macTHqecKoro
KOHTllHYYMa. PaCC'JeT rrpOB0/1-llJIYI /�Jlfl H30T8pMHqecKOro II Heil30TepMHqecKoro 06m11ra
Tena Il3 Kaomma lloA6opmam,1, AJifl KOToporo B pafioTe ycTaHoBJieHI,r aeJill'IYIHbI KOaq>
qimrneHTa TeMrrepaTypHOli IX.T = 0,4. 10-s H- 1 YI ROHIJ,8HTpaQHOHHOli CXc = 0,05 A€q>OpMaI\IIYI.
DhlJJO ycTaHOBJJeHO, '!TO rrpH H30TepMI1qecROM II HeI130T8pMHqecKOM 06mI1re H3XO/J-l!TCJ1
Ha rroaepxHOCTII HarrpHlKeHHOCTb Ha pacTJ1lK8lIHe II B OCH HarrpfllKeHHOCTb Ha cmanie. fI PII
HeII30TepMnqecK0M o6mnre Ha rroaepXH0CTll OK0HqaTeJJbHafl HarrpJ1meHHOCTb Ha pacTJ1meHI1e II0HnmaeTCJ1 B peayJJbTaTe HarrpJ1meHHOCTII Ha ClK3Tlle, BbI3B3HHOli rpa/l.l!eHTOM
TeMrrepaTyphl. O).J;HOBpeMeHHO 6bIJIO ycTaHOBJieHO, qTo IIOBbIIIIeHne CR0pOCTll o6mHra QH
JJllHAPHqec1wro TeJJa C 1 H MIIH-1 AO 5 H Ml!H-1 IIOBbIIIIaeT MaKCHMYM OKOH'lflT8JJbHOli
HarrpHmeHHOCTH Ha pacn1meHHe Ha rroaepxHorTH TeJia Ha 30 %Puc. 1. OmHocume.rtbHaa oAUHa 11.rtacmuHKU ua Kao.rtuHa IIoo6op;JtCaHbl e aaeucu.Mocmu om
1i0HlfeHmpa4uu ocmamo1tHoii eoobi.
Puc. 2. IIpu.Mep xooa paoua.iib1weo a;',, r.0Hmyp1-to20 a:'; u oceeoeo a:'. Ko.Atn0He1tma 1tanpn
:HCeHHocmu, BbtaeaH1-toii e meAe r.oH4eHmpa4uo1-t1-tblM no.rteM e copor.oeou MuHyme uao
mep.Mu11,ec1.020 06:HCuea npu meMnepamype 873 K.
Puc. 3. Bpe.MeHHaR aaeucu.Mocmb Mar.cu.Ma.rtbHblX K0HlfeHmpa4uo1-tHblX Hanpn31ceHuii na
pacmn:HCeHue a:'; u a:, 1-ta noeepx1-wcmu me.rta npu uaomep.Mu1tecKoM 06:HCuze e o6Aacmu
oeeuopor.cu.rtn4uu npu meMnepamypax 798 K (1), 823 (2) u 87 3 (3).
Puc. 4. Xoo paoua11,b1-to20 a;,., a;',, r.01-tmyp1-toeo a'{,, a� u oceeoeo a;,, a:, Ko.Mn0He1-tma 1-tanpn
:HCeH1tocmu, BblaBaHHoii me.MnepamypHbl.M (1) u 1w1t4eHmpa4uo1-tHblM (2) no11,e.M e meae
npu 06:HCuee c1,opocmb1-0 5 K .Mun-1•
Puc. 5. Xoo K0Hmyp1-toeo r.0M1in0He1tma me.MnepamypHoi'i aT, u r.oH4e1-tmpa4uonHoii a:
1-1,anpn:HCeH.Hocmu u ux paeHooeiicmey1-0iq.an a:· r, Bb1aeaH1-toii e me11,e me.MnepamypHbl.M
(1) u Ko1-t4eH1npa4uoHHbl.M (2) noM.A, npu cr.opocmu 06:HCu2a 5 K MUH-1 e 65-oii
MUHyme 06:HCuea npu meMnepamype To = 673 K.
Puc. 6. B pe.MeJiHblU xoa .AtaKCU.MaJlbHblX eeJIU<tUH IWHmypnoeo K0.Mll0HeHma HanpR:HCeHHocmu
a:· r, u Ma1>cu.MaJ1bHblX ee11,u11,uH oceeoeo 1i0MnoHeH.ma a:; r Ha noeepxHocmu me11,a
npu CKopocmu 06:HCuea 5 K MUH-1 (1) u 1 K Mwr 1 (2). Ha11,aJ1bHoe epe.M.1' T = 0
omee11,aem ycmanoeueuuiic11, me.M.nepamype e meAe 573 K.
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